Natural timber
cladding options

Certification
Sustainable forestry
Vincent Timber is at the forefront of the
campaign to protect the environment,
in particular, the world’s forests.
We are members of TRADA who act
as our auditors and advisors on all matters
relating to the proper implementation of
Chain of Custody.
Using this system, Vincent Timber is able
to supply certified materials from CSA,
FSC, PEFC and SFI certified sources which
have been fully approved by DEFRA.
This covers all legal, sustainable and
certification requirements to allow
architects to specify with total confidence.

Offering the finest
range of natural timber
cladding products

The Company
Vincent Timber, a family-owned company
now in its thirdgeneration, is one of
the UK’s most knowledgeable, respected
and fastest growing manufacturers
and distributors of the finest natural
timber cladding.
Established since 1923, we continue to
advise a wide range of customers how to

Products

get the best from timber, while working

Continual investment in staff, modern

closely with architects, building contractors,

machines and plant, including our

specialist installers and specifiers.

modern production mill, enable us to
offer a nationwide service with the
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ability to produce bespoke profiles
to suit most requirements.
We continue to blend traditional
family values with modern
production practices and when
these are combined with our
enthusiastic and experienced staff,
we believe that we give the highest
possible levels of service to our
valued customers.
Our aim is to provide the most
professional and consistent advice
available within the industry,
to ensure that the best cladding
solution is obtained by all,
producing a successful project.

‘‘

‘‘

JOHN VINCENT
Chairman
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Western
Red Cedar
Vincent Timber is renowned for supplying
the highest commercial grade of
WRC available to the UK, meeting the
requirements of Class 1 and CSH grades.
Cedar is a highly versatile, attractive
and durable cladding material – proving
increasingly popular as it combines superb
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long term performance and impressive
thermal insulation properties.
The rich warm colour and texture of Cedar
gives any building, inside or out, a touch
of individuality that blends effortlessly with
the environment. Lightweight and ideal
for fast-track building schemes, it is also
more resistant to warping, twisting and
shrinking than any other softwood.
Cedar can be left untreated to turn
an attractive silvery grey patina or can
carry pigmented finishes. It can also be
supplied pre-coated.
Coated Cedar
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Cape Cod 				
Cladding
Vincent Timber’s technically advanced and
finely engineered Cape Cod system is an
incredibly durable and low maintenance
natural wood product, increasingly popular
for its authentic “New England” look.
It is the product of choice for discerning
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housebuilders and commercial
organisations looking for a natural
textured cladding material, in colours
designed to complement almost any
type of design situation.
Available in an almost infinite range of

Cape Cod carries a 15-year factory finish

pre-finished and custom colours,

warranty and originates from Canada,

Cape Cod adds prestige and enduring

where the product was put through a

value to your home or business premises

rigorous schedule of climatic performance

– with the added advantage of low

testing prior to its launch in the UK.

maintenance, a full range of colourmatched trims and accessories and

Soffitts and fascias

stunning good looks.

Vincent Timber also supply a
complementary range of soffitts and fascias.

Standard colours

Arboretum

Cape Cod Grey

Cape Cod White

Chesapeake Blue
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Driftwood Grey

Sandalwood

Taupe

Victorian Grey

Black

Vanilla

Cape Cod profiles

Rhombus
RAINSCREEN

euro
channel

V JOINT

BEVEL

COVE

Cedar Shingles 			
and Shakes

Shingles are also one of the most flexible of
all cladding and roofing materials and can
be successfully installed on curved areas
and other geometric shapes.

Vincent Timber supplies an extensive range
of Cedar timber shakes and shingles.

Untreated, preservative treated or fire

Bringing aesthetic charm to almost any

retardant Vincent Timber’s Cedar shingles

building, their natural insulation properties

and shakes will withstand the harshest

and light weight makes them the

weather conditions with preservative

perfect choice for sustainable industrial,

treated shingles having a life expectancy in

commercial or housing projects.

excess of 40 years when installed correctly.

Cedar shingles weigh one tenth of

Technical advice and support is always

traditional roofing materials, resulting in

available from Vincent’s experienced team.

less structural stress. Furthermore, their
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thermal conductivity is the lowest of any
roofing material available – making for an
exceptionally warm roof.

Siberian Larch
(Larix Siberica)
providing both quality and value for
money. Like Cedar, it will weather to a
silvery grey within two years and can also
be stained or painted.
Siberian Larch is a natural timber cladding

Offering both cladding and fascia options,

imported from Russian forests that

Siberian Larch is ideal for projects where

combines the strength of hardwoods like

strength, sustainability and environment

English Oak with a pleasing warm colour.

considerations are paramount.

It can achieve FSC certification and has

Coated Siberian Larch

similar characteristics in terms of density
and durability as most hardwoods.
Siberian Larch, which is harvested over
a 580 million acre forested area consisting
of 50% Larch, is also incredibly impact
resistant and offers excellent service life
and longevity.
Despite its incredible performance
properties, Siberian Larch is up to 30%
less expensive than traditional solutions

Photos reproduced with the kind permission of Charles Barclay Architects
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Certified Hardwood
Cladding
Vincent Timber can supply a wide range
of certified hardwood claddings with

products such as Red Louro, Cumuru,

Tatajuba and Massaranduba from Brazil;
European Oak, a traditional, durable
and strong hardwood in a wide choice

of grades, and European Sweet Chestnut,
which is increasingly being specified on
a wide range of applications.
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Thermowood ‘D’ Pine
Vincent Timber is the UK’s largest stockist

BRE has given a 30 year service life for

of ThermoWood ‘D’ Pine. It offers the

Thermowood ‘D’ Pine, making it one of

beauty, long-term performance

the most cost effective, durable and

and versatility of traditional natural timber

environmentally friendly of all timber

cladding with cost savings of 30%

cladding products. ThermoWood ‘D’ Pine

or more when compared with other

is not chemically treated and is

natural timber cladding products.

therefore exceptionally “green”
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and environmentally friendly. Specially kiln
dried at an incredibly high temperature
to reduce its moisture content, the
product has a dramatically high tolerance

Thermowood profiles

to extremes in temperature. The heat
treatment process also rids the timber of
resin, stopping seepage.
Standard tongue and groove profiles
available in smooth or textured finish.
Rebated bevel available in textured
finish only.

MATCHBOARD

BEVEL

SHIPLAP

CHANNEL

Accoya Wood Cladding
®
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We consider that Accoya® wood
factory coated cladding will give
significantly improved performance
properties. If the cladding is designed
and built to the principles of best
practice (to minimise moisture ingress
and maximise water shedding), factory
finished using quality coatings that
are applied correctly, installed by
competent contractors and maintained
in accordance with the coating
manufacturer’s instructions, it will
provide exterior wood cladding of
outstanding durability and dimensional
stability that meets a 60 year service
life requirement.

Vincent Timber is at the forefront of timber
technology, supplying cladding materials
which have been modified to deliver
enhanced performance and durability,
while still maintaining impeccable
environmental credentials. Accoya® wood
from Vincent Timber is such a product,
which delivers outstanding dimensional
stability and longevity, making such timber
ideal for use as a coated cladding and
especially suitable for wider boards.
Accoya® wood is the result of 80 years of
research and development, produced by
acetylation modification treatment, which
ensures that it is the material of choice for
a wide range of coated applications.

60 year minimum service life

Determined by EN350 and BS8417 standards and substantiated
by BRE and TRADA.

FSC

Accoya® wood carries full FSC chain of custody. The radiata pine is grown
in well managed plantations where trees are felled at an average of 30
years – a minimum of two trees grow to maturity within the service life of
Accoya® wood cladding.

100% Non-toxic

Extensive research from SHR Institute, Netherlands, demonstrates that
Accoya® wood is non-toxic, protecting the environment from the harmful
effects of poisons leaching into the earth. Accoya® wood may be safely
reused and recycled.

Coatings

”Accoya® wood has a significantly better result with respect to long term
coating performance compared to untreated wood. The adhesion of the
coating to Accoya® wood after 9½ years outdoor exposure is still good.
After 9½ years outdoor exposure, untreated test samples had substantially
cracked and flaked coating systems and, in some cases, the coating was
even completely eroded.” SHR Institute, Report Code 3.330-366.

Accoya Wood Cladding
®

Achieving a New Standard
in Joinery Timber Products
Accoya® wood is the result of more than 80 years of research and development that
have brought together a long established acetylation wood modification technique
and cutting edge technology to create a high performance timber product.

graveyard

Minimum 60 year service life

Rot resistant timber

The picture top right shows comprehensive
“graveyard” field trials over a 10 year period,
Accoya® wood

which demonstrates Accoya® wood’s Class
1 durability rating. This exceeds some of
the world’s most durable timber species,

Scots Pine

including Teak.

Low maintenance

The picture above shows a 9½ year

Extensive field trials carried out over a

outdoor field test of Scots Pine and

10 year period have proven that Accoya

Accoya® wood with a translucent coating.

wood has excellent coatings compatibility.

The picture demonstrates that Accoya®

The field testing has been undertaken

wood is durable, UV resistant, easily

®

for 10 years on south facing stands at 45

maintained and has exceptional

angles to demonstrate that Accoya wood

coatings performance.

º

®

can offer market leader paint warranties in
the most severe elevations.

Accoya® and the Trimarque Device are registered trademarks owned by Titan
Wood Limited and may not be used or reproduced without written permission.
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King Panel
King Panel is a product named for its
superior size, making it highly suitable
for use on large commercial projects. Its
section size and robust characteristics
mean that it can be supplied in continuous
lengths of up to 6m and even longer.
This advanced and versatile engineered
material is made from strength-graded
premium spruce and can be produced
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with either a fine sawn or smooth
planed face. King Panel can be supplied
with either a pre-primed base coat for
site finishing or as a fully factory coated
product for immediate installation.
This product is manufactured from
PEFC certified material and its superior
size and stability mean that it is able
to span further between battens than
other cladding materials. This reduces
battening requirement and speeds fixing
time on site, making it particularly suited
to large facades.

Factory Coating
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Vincent Timber works in partnership with

Factory coated timber makes it simpler,

Vincent Timber is able to provide

As well as traditional pigmented coatings

various coating suppliers and approved

faster and easier to install on site regardless

translucent and opaque coatings on a wide

that have historically protected timber

applicators to provide the specifier with

of weather conditions often resulting in

variety of timber substrates, including Fire

cladding and endured the weathering

the option of retaining the texture and

significant cost savings for customers.

effects of the sun’s UV rays, Vincent Timber

beauty of wood, while at the same time

Coatings applied in this way also benefit

Treated materials, to enhance the look of
its extensive range of cladding products _

maintaining a colour which is sympathetic

from factory controlled conditions which

factory finished to order.

extended protection without pigmentation.

to the natural timber.

cannot be created so easily on site.

now offers a unique clear coating for

Fire Retardant
Vincent Timber in partnership with
Arch Timber Protection can offer highly
effective fire retardant treatments for solid
timber and board products. Proven
treatments such as Dricon® and
Non-Com®Exterior are available to
Vincent Timber’s customers.
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Internal applications

Services
Vincent Timber also offers a large choice
of specialist fabrication products which
include panelling, elliptical and other
shaped louvres together with laminated
and solid timber columns. Additional

External uncoated applications

services, such as cutting and shaping using
both modern and traditional craft skills,
are also available.
This expertise ensures that all of our
customers, including specialist installers,
can have components manufactured to
the highest quality, delivered to site on
time, every time.

Decking
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Vincent Timber supplies a wide range
of decking products in both hard and
soft wood. The range of species includes
Western Red Cedar, Siberian Larch,
Thermowood ‘D’ Pine, European Oak,
Tropical FSC hardwood and treated
European softwood.
Decking can be supplied in smooth,
ribbed or grooved and with additional
anti-slip inserts if required. The Vincent
Timber range covers all aesthetic and
performance requirements.

Standard profiles
VT1
18f x 145f/135mm face

VT2
18f x 145f/135mm face

VT3
18f x 145f/135 mm face

VT4
18f x 145f/135 mm cover

VT6
18f x 145f/125mm cover

VT7
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18f x 145f/125mm cover

VT8
18f x 145f/135mm cover

VT9
18f x 145f/125mm cover

VT10
18f x 145f/125mm cover
Vincent Timber Ltd. reserves
the right to alter profile dimensions
at any time at our discretion.
Illustration purposes only _
not to scale.
Standard profiles are designed for
Western Red Cedar. Please refer to
the office for other species.

VT1

VT2

VT3

VT4

VT6

VT7

VT8

VT9

VT10

Standard
profiles

Corner
Details

Timber
louvres

VT302

You can choose

18f x 141f/125 mm cover.

from one of

combining durability and stability,

Other widths and thicknesses

these options

with low density (weight).

are available.

or we can

Other species available.

VT309

produce special

18f x 145f/125mm cover

profiles and

(sawn face)

VT302

VT309

VT410

2-piece Flush External

Cedar louvres are renowned for

sections in our

VT410

own mill to suit

12/4 x 140/115mm cover

your individual

sawn/or planed

application.

2-piece Proud External
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face available.
18f x120f

Fixings

25f x125f

Vincent Timber
recommends the use of
stainless steel fixings, ideally

1-piece External

42f x140f

small round headed, annular
ring shank nails.

42f x180f

42f x 280f

Vincent Timber Limited
8 Montgomery Street
Birmingham B11 1DU
Telephone:
0121 772 5511
Fax:
0121 766 6002
Email:
cb@vincenttimber.co.uk
Website:
www.vincenttimber.co.uk

